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Abstract:

This paper aims to introduce a new representation framework of cognitive state of agents, which

includes depictions for intention, belief, and goal, and supplies a necessary theoretical basis for constructing agent
architecture. In this formalization, all intentions for a goal form a structure with two orders, one represents the
temporal order and the other represents the relevant relations among intentions. At the same time, this paper
investigates the relationships among beliefs, intentions, and goals. Since this framework gets rid of modal operators
to depict intention, intention base, temporal and relevant relation are be adopted to represent intention when agents
are constructed, which can narrow the gap between the agent model and agent architecture.
Key words:
摘
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从建构 agent 角度出发,提出了一个基于关系结构的包括 agent 意向、信念以及目标等认知状态的框

架.在此框架中,实现目标的意向形成了两维序结构,其中一维表示意向间的时序关系,另一维表示意向间的相干
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关系,在此基础上,研究了信念、意向和目标的相互关系.因为摒弃了传统的用模态算子来刻画 agent 的意向的方
法,所以在构建 agent 时,可以直接采用意向库以及意向间的时序、相干关系来表示 agent 的意向,从而缩小了
agent 理论模型与实际 agent 结构之间的差异,为 agent 结构的建立提供了必要的理论基础.
关键词:

agent 理论;agent 结构;BDI 模型;意向理论;关系结构

中图法分类号: TP18

文献标识码: A

One of the most important tasks for agent research is the design and construction of agents to satisfy the
properties specified by agent theory[1]. BDI model may be the most popular agent theory model and has been well
studied in the AI literature[2], thus it has given rise to be BDI architectures where the elements of belief bases, goal
bases, intention bases, and plan libraries are central. The main tasks of research on BDI model are to bring the
relationships among beliefs, goals and intentions out, and several formalizations of cognitive state including
intentions and beliefs have appeared in the recent literature[3~8]. Since normal modal logics (NMLs) have proven to
be a useful tool in modeling the cognitive attitudes of belief and knowledge, many researchers have employed
NMLs to model intentions. However, since intention and belief are different, NMLs are ill-suited for modeling
intentions. Furthermore, although the BDI model has been applied quite successfully, an as yet ongoing frustration
among agent researchers is the gap between the formal (BDI) model and the (BDI-based) architectures in the sense
that one would like to use the former to specify the latter formally and prove the formal properties about these. But
this has not been shown to be possible, as the ‘distance’ between the two ‘worlds’ is too large. Konolige and
Pollack[5] presented an alternative model of intentions based on possible worlds and cognitive structures. Since
K&P’s framework is based simply on set-theoretic operations on possible worlds, it still has some important
limitations[6]. Furthermore, because of the concentration on the semantics, K&P’s work provides neither the
descriptions of the relations between beliefs and intentions nor those of relations among intentions in the syntactical
categories. Thus, it is difficult to establish a dynamic intention theory on the basis of their framework.
From the point of view of agent construction, this paper presents a new formalization of cognitive state
including intentions, beliefs, and goals based on relation structure. In this framework, all intentions for a goal form
a structure with two orders which represent the temporal order and relative relationship among intentions
respectively. This structural intention model allows us to inquire into something that has not been explored
extensively in the previous work, such as the change and generation of intentions. Furthermore, our framework
supplies a necessary theoretical basis for constructing agent architecture. The reason for that is our framework gets
rid of the modal operators to depict intention, so we can adopt intention base, temporal, and relevant relation to
represent intention when we construct agent, which can narrow the gap between agent model and agent architecture.
In Section 1, we expound the intuitive idea of this paper. Section 2 constitutes the technical core of our paper:
there we develop our formalization. In Section 3, we end the paper with some conclusions.

1

Background and Motivation
In this section, we will discuss some characteristics of intentions and explain the intuitive idea of this paper.

We begin with comparing beliefs with intentions.

· Non-Pure-Logical relationship One of the important differences between intentions and beliefs lies in the
fact that the relations among beliefs are logical and the relations among intentions are not. According to our
intuition, the logical consequences of basic beliefs are also rational beliefs. Thus, given a set of basic beliefs, we
may determine a maximal belief set by means of logical inference. It is why logical omniscience may be assumed as
an idealization. This assumption only contradicts agent’s limited capability of computing, and doesn’t lead to results
violating our intuition. However, consequential closure cannot be assumed for intentions, even as an idealization. It
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is well known that there exists side-effect problem[6] in the formalizations of intentions based on NMLs. This
problem is more serious and harmful to intention than belief: logically consequential closure cannot be assumed for
intention, even as an idealization; not all the consequences of an agent’s intention are intentions of the agent, even
the consequences he/she has anticipated. The similar problem, so-called logical omniscience, also appears in the
researching on belief and knowledge, many researchers have studied this problem. However, the later justly
idealizes the reasoning capability of agent, and does not induce conclusions violating our intuitions. Although
several strategies have been presented to make the logic side-effect free, it is difficult to eliminate the following
so-called equivalent side-effect problem in (normal or nonnormal) modal logics[6], which is a special form of the
side-effect problem: If α↔β then INT(α)↔INT(β). From the point of view of bounded rationality and
resource-boundedness, equivalent side-effect is inappropriate and harmful: logical equivalencies are not “cognitive
equivalencies”.
In fact, the side-effect problem reflects that modal frameworks are inappropriate tools used to formalize
intentions. The relations among intentions are not pure logical, and the generation and change of intentions are
restrained by agent’s commonsense reasoning and also dependent on agent’s choices and strategies to a great extent.
In other words, given goals and beliefs, agent’s reasoning, choices, and strategies jointly determine his intentions.

· Temporal order among intentions Beliefs mirror agent’s views on the world at a moment, the whole
beliefs of agent may be simply treated as a set satisfying certain logical conditions. However, the similar treatment
of intentions is not enough to capture their characteristics. Since intentions reflect agent’s decisions about how to
achieve his goal, representing the temporal order among intentions is essential for modeling intentions. Otherwise, it
may lead to irrational results. For instance, the following axioms are presented in Ref.[6]:
(1) Conjunctive composition: |=INT(α)∧INT(β)⊃INT(α∧β),
(2) Disjunctive closure: |=INT(α∨β)∧INT(¬α)⊃INT(β).
Example 1.

As an example, consider the simple blocks world which consists of three blocks A, B and C. The

initial state of the blocks world is that block A and block B are on the table, block C is on top of block A. An agent
intends to change the world from the initial state to the target state that is a tower in the order C, A, and B from top
to bottom.
Suppose that the agent can move one block at a time and has three intentions: INT(¬on(C,A)), INT(on(A,B))
and INT(on(C,A)), where on is a binary predicate, on(x,y) means that x is on y. From the background, we know there
exists a temporal order among the above intentions, that is, agent intends to achieve the state ¬on(C,A) firstly,
on(A,B) secondly and on(C,A) finally. Applying the axiom Conjunctive composition simply without considering the
temporal order will lead to the irrational intention INT(¬on(C,A)∧on(C,A)).
In our opinions, since there is a temporal order among intentions, the axioms of the simple logical
combinations among intentions, such as the axioms Conjunctive composition and Disjunctive closure, should be
turned down.
In this paper, we introduce an order (denoted by p t) defined on the set of intentions, which not only represents
the temporal order among intentions but also plays an important role in dealing with the relations between beliefs
and intentions.
It is well known that one of the important tasks in intention theory is to model the interactions between
intentions and beliefs. In the literature, many properties have been presented and many authors have noticed that
temporal order is necessary for the researching in this aspect, and some temporal frameworks, such as linear time
logic and branching time logic[8], have been adopted. Since those temporal frameworks only provide a rough
depiction on temporal order, their limited expressive power is not enough in dealing with the generation and change
of intentions. The generation of intentions depends on the beliefs about not only the current world but also the
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future. This may be described as follows: agent generates the intention i1 on the basis of the current belief set B0 and
his goal g, and predicts the situation of the world in which i1 is achieved and then generates the corresponding belief
set B1 concerning this world by updating B0. Furthermore, he generates intention i2 based on B1, and so on.
The process described above reveals that the generation of intentions always depends on agent’s prediction
concerning the results caused by the realization of some pre-existing intentions. In coming paragraphs, we will
introduce the operator pred to represent agent's predicting capacity. Furthermore, in the static intention framework
of this paper, we will give some rational constraints on the relations between intentions and a sequence of belief sets
obtained by means of the operator pred and the order p t. This static framework is appropriate for investigating the
change of intentions.

·

Consistency and compatibility It is well known that agent’s belief set must be consistent. Some authors
have also presented some consistency axioms for intentions. The following axioms appear in Ref.[6]:
(1) Intention consistency I: |=¬INT(α∧¬α),
(2) Intention consistency II: |=INT(α)⊃¬INT(¬α).
In the above two axioms, the axiom Intention consistency I is rational, which reflects the fact that contradictory
objects cannot serve as intentions for a rational agent. However, from our points of view, the axiom Intention
consistency II is irrational. For instance, in the Example 1, the agent has the intentions INT(¬on(C,A)) and
INT(on(C,A)) simultaneously and plans to achieve them respectively in a proper time.
As a matter of fact, we think that the following principle, namely the Principle of Compatibility, is more
appropriate than the consistency axiom for intentions.
The Principle of Compatibility: For each intention α, agent is supposed to believe that the realization of the
intentions being scheduled to be achieved before a, doesn’t make the realization of α impossible.
Example 2.

Consider the following scenario. There exist two birds b1, b2 in a tree, an agent has a shotgun. In

the light of Compatibility Principle, shot(b1) and shot(b2) don’t coexist as intentions for the agent who believes that
shooting one bird may cause the other to fly away. Thus, the agent may hold one at most as his intention between
shot(b1) and shot(b2), whereas the axiom Intention consistency I and II could not exclude the possibility of holding
shot(b1) and shot(b2) as intentions simultaneously.
The following property is valid in K&P’s framework[5]:
Epistemic consistency: I(α)⊃¬B(¬α)
Recall that the B operator in the above represents all futures that the agent believes might occur, hence the
above formula means that agent should believe that each of his intentions is achievable. It is easy to see that
Epistemic consistency and Compatibility Principle have something in common, that is to say, they all confirm that
agent should believe in the achievability of his intentions. But there exists a fundamental difference between them,
that is, the axiom Epistemic consistency concentrates on each intention individually, whereas Compatibility
Principle focuses on all intentions as a whole and takes account of the interaction of intentions.

· Hierarchy and evolution We hold that any intentions of a rational agent should serve the realization of his
goal, that means whatever a rational agent does is for certain purposes. To achieve his goal, agent has a plan which
is a sequence of actions and which determines how to achieve the goal. A plan is only a part of agent's intentions,
and is the final outcome of making the relatively rough intentions. The evolution of intentions brings about the
relative hierarchies among intentions, the upper intention is rougher than the lower intention, and the goal is the
roughest intention in the corresponding intention set in which all intentions serve this goal.
It is necessary to point out that the similar idea also appears in Ref.[5], where K&P introduce the concept
graph fragment to represent the relativity among intentions. In this paper, we introduce an order on the set of
intentions (denoted by p r) to depict the evolutionary tendency of intentions.
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Two-Dimensional Structure of Intention
In this section, we will present a formal description of the intention structure. We begin with an example to

explain the idea about the intention mentioned above.
2.1 Adam in a blocks world
Consider one agent, Adam, living in a blocks world containing three blocks A, B, and C. We use clear(X) to
describe that no block is on top of X, the meaning of on(X,Y) is the same as above. We allow only one atomic action:
put(X,Y), which has the effect of Y being placed on X. Adam has the ability of performing a put(X,Y) action if and
only if X and Y are clear and Y is not identical to X. Adam commits to implement a goal, i.e., Adam intends to
change the world from the initial state to the target state
P0
P11
P21

depicted in Example 1. So Adam’s initial belief is B0={on(C,A),
P12

P22

(C), and level 0 intention I0(represented as P0 in Fig.1) is G0. To
implement I0, First, Adam generates some rough abstract plans
I11,I12,…,I1n, which can attain intention I0. Second, according to

P31

Fig.1

clear(B),clear(C)}, initial goal is G0=on(A,B)∧on(C,A)∧clear

some choice mechanism, Adam commits a plan I1i as his level 1

Intention structure refinement graph

intention. For example, I1i={P11,P12}, P11=on(A,B)∧clear(A)∧
clear(C), P12=put(C,A). So, level 0 intention P0 is refined into
two level 1 intentions P11 and P12, depicted as Fig.1. It is

notable that there are some relations among intentions P0, P11, and P12. Intention P11 must be achieved before
intention P12, i.e. there is a temporal order relation between intentions P11 and P12. The achievement of intention P11
and intention P12 can bring about the achievement of intention P0, so there are relevant relations among intentions
P0, P11 and P12. Furthermore, intention P11 can be refined into intention P21=clear(A)∧clear(B)∧clear(C) and
intention P22=put(A,B), intention P21 can be refined into intention P31=put(C,Table), and so on. The refinement
graph is depicted in Fig.1.
In conclusion, we think that there are relations among all intentions for a goal, one is the temporal order
relation and the other is the relevant relation, i.e. all intentions for a goal form a structure with two orders. Before
presenting a formal description of intention structure, we begin with some concepts.
2.2 Basic concepts
As mentioned above, in this paper, all intentions serving a given goal g form a finite structure which is called
intention structure for the goal g. An intention itself may be a well formed formula(wff) or an action expression. In
the following, the set of wffs(or, action expression) in a given formal language is denoted by WFF(respectively,
ACT).
In an intention structure, a wff(or an action expression) may
appear repeatedly, and any appearance in different places may result
in different effects. In our view, each appearance of a wff(an action
expression, respectively) should be treated as different intentions. To
illustrate this, we consider the following scenario (see Fig.2).
Example 3.

There exists a bulb in the ceiling and two blocks C

and D in the room. Robot1 intends to move the bulb from position A

Fig.2

Robot in a blocks world

to position B. We give two postulates as follows: (1) Robot1 can move only one block at a time; (2) Since the bulb
is beyond Robot1’s reach, Robot1 has to put the block D on the block C (denoted by on(D,C)) in order to fetch the
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bulb.
It is easy to see that on(D,C) may appear twice (denoted by on1(D,C) and on2(D,C), respectively) in his
intention structure. We assume that, before Robot1 puts the block D on the block C for reaching down the bulb from
A, Robot2 comes and puts the block D on the block C. Suppose Robot1 knows this change, thus, Robot1 should
revise his existing intention structure and delete on1(D,C) from this structure, however, Robot1 should still hold
on2(D,C) as his intentions.
Thus, in order to deal with the change of intentions and give some rationality constraints on the relations
between beliefs and intentions, this paper introduce the following concept.
Definition 1. Given WFF and ACT, a function content: IN→WFF∪ACT is one if it satisfies the following
condition:{j:content(j)=i}=ℵ0, for each i∈WFF∪ACT, where IN is an infinite set called intention-name set, |S|
denotes the cardinal number of a set S, ℵ0 is the cardinal number of the set of natural numbers.
Based on the above concept, intention structure may be defined formally as follows:
Definition 2. Given IN and content as in Definition 1, an intention structure is a tuple 〈INT, p r, p t〉 consisting
of a finite set INT which is a subset of IN, and two binary relations p r and p t defined on the set INT, where p r is
an antisymmetric relation.
For the sake of convenience, in the following, we regard j∈INT as content(j) unless it is pointed out specially.
Definition 3. Given an intention structure IS=〈INT, p r, p t〉, then p *r =def t( p r), where t( p r) is the transitive
closure of p r .
Definition 4. We say that an intention structure 〈INT, p r, p t〉 serves a goal g∈WFF iff the following conditions
are satisfied:
(1) g∈INT ;
(2) ∀i∈INT(i=g or g p *r i).
In this definition, condition (2) says that each of intentions in an intention structure for a goal g is relative to
the goal g. From this formal definition and the fact that p r is an antisymmetric relation, it is easy to show the
following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let 〈INT, p r, p t〉 be an intention structure for a goal g, then there is no intention such that i p *r g.
Definition 5. Let ISg=〈INT, p r, p t〉 be an intention structure for a goal g, then p t is temporal-well iff it
satisfies the following conditions:
(1) ∀i∈INT (i p t g);
(2) ∀i1,i2,i3∈INT (i1 p t i2 and i2 p t i3 ⇒ i1 p t i3);
(3) ∀i1,i2∈INT (i1 p t i2 ⇒ i2 p/ t i1).
Definition 6. Let p t be temporal-well, we call p t temporal-complete if it is a linear order, i.e., for each
i,j∈INT,i p t j or j p t i.
Definition 7. Let IS=〈INT, p r, p t〉 be an intention structure, S⊆INT and S≠∅, then the set first(S, p t) and
last(S, p t) are defined as follows:
(1) first(S, p t)=def {a:a∈S and ¬∃b∈S(b p t a)};
(2) last(S, p t)= def {a:a∈S and ¬∃b∈S(a p t b)};
If p t is temporal-complete then there is only one element in first(S, p t) or last(S, p t). We also denote this
element by first(S, p t) (respectively, last(S, p t)). In order to abbreviate the formulas, we shall omit p t from
first(S, p t) and last(S, p t).
Definition 8. Let IS=〈INT, p r, p t〉 be an intention structure for the goal g, an intention trace of IS is a sequence
of intentions i1i2i3…in satisfying the following conditions:
(1) i1=g;
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(2) ∀1≤k≤n( ik p r ik+1).
In the following, trace(ISg) denotes the set of all traces of IS.
Definition 9. If l1,l2∈trace(IS), l1=i1i2i3⋅⋅⋅in and l2= i1′ i2′ i3′ … im′ (n<m) such that ij= i ′j (1≤j≤n), then we say l2
properly contains l1 and denoted by l1⊂l2.
Definition 10. Let IS=〈INT, p r, p t〉 be an intention structure and i∈INT, then BASIS(i) is a sequence of
intentions i1i2i3…in satisfying the following conditions:
(1) {i1,i2,i3…in}={j:j∈INT and j p ti};
(2) ∀1≤k≤ p≤n(ip p/ t ik).
In order to abbreviate the formulas, we shall omit IS from BASIS.
Definition 11. Let IS=〈INT, p r, p t〉 be an intention structure and i∈INT, then BAS-LeafIS(i) is a sequence of
intentions i1i2i3⋅⋅⋅in satisfying the following conditions:
(1) {i1,i2,i3…in}={j:j∈INT and j p ti and jp r =∅};
(2) ∀1≤k≤ p≤n( ip p/ t ik).
In order to abbreviate the formulas, we shall omit IS from BASIS.
Definition 12. Let IS=〈INT, p r, p t〉 be an intention structure and i∈INT, then ip* and ip r are defined as
r

follows:
(1) ip* =def{ j:j∈INT and i p *r j};
r

(2) ip r =def{ j:j∈INT and i p rj}.
Definition 13. A normal intention structure ISg=〈INT, p r, p t〉 for a goal g is an intention structure which
satisfies the following conditions:
(1) p t is temporal-complete;
(2) ∀i∈INT ( ip r ∩ACT≠∅⇒ ip r ≤2);
(3) ∀i∈INT ( ip r ∩ACT={a} and | ip r |=2⇒ ip r ∩wff≠∅ and ip r ∩ wff=SAC(a)), where SAC(a) is the preconditions of the action a;
(4) ∀i∈INT(i≠g⇒∃!j(j∈INT and j p ri)).
As mentioned above, we need to represent agent’s predictions of the results caused by the following events: (1)
A property becomes true in the world; (2) An action has been executed in the world.
In this paper, we introduced the notation pred(B,α), where B is a belief set and α is a wff or action expression.
Intuitively, pred(B,α) represents agent’s prediction of the likely outcomes after the action α is executed or the
property α becomes true in the world characterized by the belief set B. pred(B,α) may be regarded as a belief set
concerning future. We neglect that how pred(B,α) is obtained. It is beyond the scope of this paper and belongs to the
realm of reasoning about action and change, which has been a focus of research in AI for many years. The
framework presented in this paper can be conjoined with whatever theory of action and change, which is appropriate
for a given task.
Definition 14. Let α1α2…αn be a sequence of wffs and actions, and B be a belief set, then pred(B,α1α2…αn) is
defined inductively as follows:
(1) pred(B,∅)=defB;
(2) pred(B,α1α2…αn)=def pred(pred(B,α1α2…αn−1),αn).
Definition 15. Let IS=〈INT, p r, p t〉 be an intention structure for a goal g and I0⊆INT−{g}, then IS′=ISθI0 is an
intention structure defined as follows:
(1) INT ′=defINT−{i∈INT:∃j∈I0(j p *r i) or i∈I0};
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(2) p′t =def p t⇓INT ′, R⇓A denotes the restriction of a relation R w.r.t A;

(3) p′r =def p r⇓INT ′.

It is easy to show that, if IS is a normal intention structure then ISθI0 is also a normal intention structure.
2.3 Axioms on the intention structures
In this subsection, we will present some axioms on the normal intention structures based on the above basic
concepts.
Given a normal intention structure IS=〈INT, p r, p t〉 and the Belief set Be, if IS satisfies the following axioms
1-8, then we say that IS is well with respect to the belief set Be.
Axiom 1. ∃i∈INT∀j∈INT(i∈WFF and (i=j or i p *r j)).
This axiom says that every intention structure must serve a goal and each of the intentions in IS must originate
from the goal. In the sense of mathematics, axiom 1 states that there exists a least element in the strict partial order
structure 〈INT, p *r 〉. In the following, Top(IS) denotes this element and we say that IS is an intention structure for
Top(IS).
Axiom 2. ∀i,j∈INT(i p rj⇒j p ti).

The above axiom says that, if the intention j is one of steps taken to achieve the intention i, then j should be
scheduled to be achieved before i.
Axiom 3. ∀i∈INT∀j∈INT- ip* ¬∃i1,i2∈{i}∪ ip* (j p ti1 and i2 p t j).
r

r

Axiom 3 is not essential to modeling intentions. In order to simplify our treatment, this paper presents this
axiom which states that there doesn’t exist concurrency in the intention structures, that means, there is no intention
which is unrelated to the intention i and is scheduled to be achieved in the course of achieving i.
Axiom 4. ∀i∈INT( ip r ∩ACT ≠∅∧ ip r =2⇒p p ta), where ip r ={p,a},a∈ACT.
By the definition of normal intention structure and the above axiom, we know that a precondition of an action
is always planned to be achieved before executing this action
Axiom 5. ∀i,j∈INT∩WFF(content(i)=content(j)⇒¬∃l∈trace(IS)(i∈l and j∈l)).
Intuitively, this axiom means that there don't exist two intentions i and j which have the same expression and
one serves the achievement of another.
Note, since the executing of the same action in different worlds may lead to different effects, if content(i) and
content(j) are the same action then it is possible that ∃l∈trace(IS)(i∈l and j∈l).
Definition 16. Let IS=〈INT, p r, p t〉 be a normal intention structure and S⊆INT, then ∆(S, p t) is a sequence of
intentions i1i2i3…in satisfying the following conditions:
(1) {i1i2i3…in}=S;
(2) ij p tij+1, for each 1≤j<n.
Axiom 6. ∀i∈INT−{Top(IS)}(¬∃S⊆ ip r (i∈pred(B,∆( ip r ,1 , p t,1)) and S≠∅)), where

B=pred(Be,BAS-LeafIS1(first( ip* ))); IS1=〈 INT1, p t,1, p r,1〉=ISθS.
r ,1

The above axiom sates there is no superfluous intentions in intention structures. In other words, all intentions
in the intention structure IS are necessary for the achievement of the goal Top(IS). In particular, it is easy to know
that, if an agent has the belief set B and a wff p∈B, then there doesn't exist a normal intention structure IS for p
which is well with respect to B. In other words, any goal must not be hold with respect to the current belief set.
In our framework, if an intention is an action, then achieving this intention just means that agent executes this
action, thus, the action need not to be divided to finer intentions. So, we present the following axiom.
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Axiom 7. ∀i∈INT(i∈ACT⇒ ip r =∅).
Axiom 8. ∀i∈WFF∩INT ( ip r ≠∅⇒i∈pred(pred(Be,BAS-Leaf(first( ip* ))),S)), where S= i1i2i3…in such that:
r

(1) {i1i2i3…in}={j: i p *r j and jp r =∅};
(2) ij p tij+1, for each 1≤j<n.
Axiom 8 reveals the logical constraints on the relations between the upper-level intentions and the lower-level
intentions. The realization of the lower-level intentions leads to that of the corresponding upper-level ones.
Lemma 2. IS=〈 INT, p r, p t〉 is a normal intention structure which is well with respect to the belief set B, then
(1) ∀i,j∈INT(i p *r j ⇒ j p ti);
(2) ∀i∈INT (BAS(i)=BAS(last( ip* )) o last( ip* )), where
r

o

r

denotes with the combination of two intention

sequences, more precisely, if l1= i1i2i3⋅⋅⋅in and l2= j1j2j3…jm then l1 o l2= i1i2i3…in j1 j2 j3…jm;
(3) ∀S⊆INT∀i∈INT(first(S)=first( ip* ) and last(S)=last( ip* )⇒S⊆ ip* );
r

r

r

(4) ∀l∈trace(IS)∀i,j∈l({content(i),content(j)}∩WFF≠∅⇒
(i p *r j⇒¬∃i′,j′∈l(content(i)=content(i′) and content(j)=content(j′) and j′ p *r i′);
(5) ∀i,j∈INT(i p t j⇔last( ip r ) p tlast( jp r ));
(6) ∀a∈INT∃!i∈WFF∩INT (a∈ACT⇒i p ra);
(7) ∀i,j∈INT(i p tj⇒∀k∈ ip* (k p t j)).
r

Proof. (1) Obviously.
(2) It is easy to know that BAS(last( ip* )) o last( ip* )⊆BAS(i). In the following, we show BAS(i)⊆BAS(last( ip* ))
r

o last( ip

*
r

r

r

). Suppose that there exists a∈BAS(i) such that a∉BAS(last( ip* )) o last( ip* ). So, a≠i and a∉ ip* ,
r

r

r

moreover, since the order p t is temporal-complete, we get last( ip* ) p t a and a p t i, contradicting Axiom 3. Hence,
r

(2) holds.
(3) Let S⊆INT and i∈INT such that first(S)=first( ip* ) and last(S)=last( ip* ). Suppose that a∈S and a∉ ip* . So,
r

r

r

a≠first(S) and a≠last(S). Hence, we get a p tlast(S) and a p tlast( ip* ). On the other hand, according to
r

temporal-completeness and a∈S, we have first(S) p ta(i.e. first( ip* ) p ta). A contradiction immediately follows from
r

a≠i (otherwise, contradicts last(S) p t i) and Axiom 3. So a∈ ip* . Hence S⊆ ip* .
r

r

(4) It immediately follows from Axiom 5.
(5) Let i,j∈INT. It is easy to know that, if i=j or i=last( jp r ), the conclusion holds trivially. In the following, we
suppose that i≠j and i≠last( jp r ).
Suppose that i p t j and last( ip r ) p/ t last( jp r ). Since p t is temporal-complete, we have last( jp r ) p tlast( ip r ),
By Axiom 2, we get last( ip r ) p t i, so last( jp r ) p t i holds.Since i p t j, we get i p/ *r j. By i≠last( jp r ) and last( jp r ) p t i,
we have j p/ *r i(otherwise, i p t last( jp r ), a contradiction). Since we have last( jp r ) p t i and i p t j, a contradiction
follows from Axiom 3 and i p/ *r j and j p/ *r i. Hence last( ip r ) p tlast( jp r ) holds.
Suppose that last( ip r ) p tlast( jp r ) and i p/ t j. Since p t is temporal-complete, we have j p t i. By the above
proof, we get last( jp r ) p t last( ip r ), a contradiction. So i p t j.
(6) It immediately follows from Definition 13 and Axiom 7.
(7) Suppose that i p t j, k∈ ip* and k p/ t j. Since p t is temporal-complete, we have j p t k. Since i p t j, so i p t k,
r

on the other hand, by (1), we get k p t i, a contradiction. Hence (7) holds.
Definition 17. A fine intention structure IS is a normal intention structure which satisfies the following
conditions: {i:i∈INT∧¬∃j(j∈INT∧i p r j)}⊆ACT.
Definition 18. Let IS be a fine intention structure, then the plan Plan(IS) is a sequence of intentions a1a2…an
satisfying the following conditions:
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(1) {a1a2…an}={i: i∈INT∧¬∃j(j∈INT∧i p r j)};
(2) ai p tai+1, (1≤i≤n−1).
Theorem 1(Goal-Intention-Plan theorem). If ISg is a fine intention structure for the goal g and ISg is well with
respect to the belief set B, then g∈pred(B,Plan(ISg)).

Proof. Note that, for any fine intention structure for the goal g, we have Plan(ISg)=BAS−Leaf(g), g∈pred(B,
Plan(ISg)) immediately follows from Axiom 8.

3

Discussion
We provide an alternative framework for investigating intentions. The axioms presented in this paper only

depict a part of the characteristics of intentions. Other characteristics, such as the compatibility and evolutionary
tendency, may be considered further when dealing with the generation and change of intentions. In our views, the
researches on intentions may be divided into three categories, i.e. the generation, the change, and the static
representation. We have done some work in those categories based on the framework presented in this paper. The
work concerning the change of intention structures will appear in another paper.
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